
Autumn Term 2 – The Natural World vs the Human World 
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Area of 

Study 
Key Knowledge & Skills Pupil Experience/ Connections  

Key 

Vocabulary 

1 Knowing 

London 

 

The 

Gunpowder 

Plot 

 

 

 locate London on a world map 

 identify key physical features of London 

 identify key landmarks of London 

 locate landmarks of London using an aerial 

photo 

 locate landmarks of London using a map? 

 to identify if a photo is of London or not 

 describe the geographical features of London.  

 Explain how London has changed over time 

 Recognise the distance between Great 

Yarmouth and London 

Can you locate London on a world map? 

Can you identify key physical features of London?  

Can you identify key landmarks of London?  

Can you locate landmarks of London using an aerial photo?  

Can you locate landmarks of London using a map?  

Can you use your knowledge of the features of London to identify 

if a photo is of London or not? 

Can you describe the geographical features of London.  

How has London changed over time? 

Connections 

Link to A1 learning 

History unit – Gunpowder Plot-Routes through the city/key event 

locations 

Airport     capital 

city    city     

continent    

country    

landscape     

rainfall     seasons     

town     village     

weather     forest     

harbour     hill    

human features    

physical features     

port    river    

skyscraper    train 

station vegetation 



2 Knowing 

Crimea 

 

Nurses of 

War 

 

 

 locate the Crimea peninsula on a world map 

 Explain what is meant by peninsula  

 identify key physical features of Crimea  

 identify key landmarks of Crimea 

 Locate landmarks of Crimea using a map 

 Compare maps from 19th century Crimea to 

modern day. 

 Compare ‘where we live’ to Crimea 

Can you locate Crimea on a world map? 

Can you identify key physical features of Crimea?  

Can you identify key landmarks of Crimea?  

Can you locate landmarks of Crimea using a map?  

Can you describe the geographical features of Crimea.  

How has Crimea changed over time? 

Connections 

Link to A1 learning 

UK peninsulas 

History unit – Nurses of War 

Airport     capital 

city    city     

continent    

country    

landscape     

rainfall     seasons     

town     village     

weather     forest     

harbour     hill    

human features    

physical features     

port    river    

skyscraper    train 

station vegetation 

3 Knowing the 

Western 

Frontier 

 

The Wild 

West 

 

 

 Locate North America on a world map 

 Describe the physical features of the Great 

Plains using pictures and maps 

 Describe the physical features surrounding 

the Great Plains 

 Locate the Great Plains on a map of North 

America 

 Explain why America is split into states 

 Name some of the states that are home to 

the Great Plains 

 identify some different climate zones in North 

America  

 investigate the climate of the Great Plains  

 describe how mountains and rivers are 

formed 

What are the Great Plains? 

What are natural features do the Great Plains offer?   

Can you identify the Great Plains on a map?  

Why is America split into states? 

Which states would I find the Great Plains in? 

What physical neighbours do the Great Plains have?  

Can you locate the continent of North America on a world map? 

Can you identify some different climate zones in North America?  

Can you investigate the climate of the Great Plains?  

Can you describe how mountains and rivers are formed?  

states   capital city    

city     continent    

country    

landscape     

rainfall     seasons     

town     village     

weather     forest       

hill    human 

features    physical 

features     port    

river       train 

station vegetation    

North America      



Can you use pictures to describe the physical features of the Great 

Plains? 

Connections 

Link to A1 learning 

Science – habitats/ water cycle 

History unit – The Wild West 

climate       

4 Knowing 

Europe 

 

The Saxons 

and Vikings 

 

 

 locate Denmark on a world map 

 locate Norway on a world map 

 locate Germany on a world map 

 Explain the location of Europe on the world 

map 

 Describe the physical layout of Europe as a 

continent 

 Name capital city of Denmark, Germany and 

Norway 

 Recognise the flags of major countries in 

Europe including Denmark, Germany and 

Norway 

 Locate key Saxon locations on a map of 

Europe  

 Name and locate a number of European 

capital cities 

 Compare European landscapes to the UK 

Where is Denmark on a world map? 

Where is Norway on a world map? 

Where is Germany on a world map? 

What did the UK offer those traveling from Europe?  

Do all countries in Europe use the same currency?  

What differences are there in the countries across Europe?  

What is a capital city of Denmark, Germany and Norway? 

What was the Saxon capital of the United Kingdom?  

Where is the capital city of _______ on a map? 

How do two European countries compare in modern life? 

Connections 

Link to A1 learning 

PSHE – tolerance of others / individual strengths 

History unit – Saxons and Vikings – routes to the UK (modern 

comparisons) 

states   capital city    

city     continent    

country    

landscape     

rainfall     seasons     

town     village     

weather     forest       

hill    human 

features    physical 

features     port    

river       train 

station vegetation    

Norway   Germany   

Denmark        

climate       



5 Knowing 

Mesoameric

a 

 

The Ancient 

Mayans 

 

 

 Locate Ancient Mesoamerica on a map 

 Locate modern day countries that would 

make up Mesoamerica 

 locate physical features of Mesoamerica 

 Compare Mesoamerica to the United 

Kingdom:  

location / environmental regions / 

physical features / populations 

 Locate modern Mayan civilisations on a map 

and compare to the UK 

Can you identify where the Mayans lived on a world map? 

Which continent did the Maya live in? 

Which modern day countries would the Maya live in? 

What physical features did Mesoamerica offer? 

How does Mesoamerica compare to the United Kingdom? 

How does modern Maya life compare to ancient Maya life? 

Connections 

Link to A1 learning 

PSHE – tolerance of others / individual strengths 

Links to modern countries within “Mesoamerica” – visitors  

History unit – Ancient Mayans  

capital city    city     

continent    

country    

landscape     

rainfall     seasons     

town     village     

weather     forest       

hill    human 

features    physical 

features     river     

vegetation    

climate      physical 

geography (climate 

zones,    biomes,   

vegetation belts, 

human geography,  

settlement,  land 

use,    economic 

activity   trade 

links,    distribution,   

natural resources  

energy,     food,    

minerals and water 



6 Knowing 

Central 

Europe 

 

WW1  

(1900 – 

1930) 

 

 

 Explain how Europe has changed since 1914 

 Locate the Somme region on a European 

map 

 Compare Germany, Austria-Hungary and 

Belgium in 1914 to modern era. 

 locate Germany on a world map 

 locate Austria-Hungary on a world map 

 locate Belgium on a world map 

 locate Ypres on a European map 

 Explain the location of Belgium and its 

physical features 

 Describe the physical layout of Europe as a 

continent 

 Name the capital city of most European 

countries 

 Recognise the flags of most countries in 

Europe  

 Name and locate a number of European 

capital cities 

 Compare European landscapes to the UK 

How has Europe changed since 1914? 

Where is Belgium on a world map? 

Where is Austria-Hungary on a world map? 

Where is Germany on a world map? 

Do all countries in Europe use the same currency?  

What differences are there in the countries across Europe?  

What is a capital city of Belgium, Austria-Hungary and Germany? 

Can you describe the physical features of Belgium? 

Where is Ypres on a European map? 

Where is the Somme on a European map? 

How do two European countries compare in modern life? 

Connections 

Link to A1 learning 

PSHE – tolerance of others / individual strengths 

Links to modern countries within “Mesoamerica” – visitors  

History unit – Ancient Mayans 

capital city    city     

continent    

country    

landscape     

rainfall     seasons     

town     village     

weather     forest       

hill    human 

features    physical 

features     river     

vegetation    

climate      physical 

geography (climate 

zones,    biomes,   

vegetation belts, 

human geography,  

settlement,  land 

use,    economic 

activity   trade 

links,    distribution,   

natural resources  

energy,     food,    

minerals and water  

Western Front    

Trench     Ypres       

 

  



 


